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Abstract: Banking sector acts a very vital role in a 
macro economic and monetary policies of any country 
overall context and the business dynamics of this sector 
largely varies from other sectors. The regulatory bodies 
for this sector is very strong and leaves no possibility for 
any differences. Unlike, other businesses where there are 
many un-organised ways of style of workings still exist, 
same is not the case with this sector which is largely 
organised in nature. Therefore, any issues for this sector 
has to be closely looked at and timely resolved so to that 
larger economic interest of the nation is achieved. This 
article lay down various disputes that a Banking sector 
may look due to introduction of GST and the 
implications so as to improve the rules, wherever 
required to be address the negative effect of GST on the 
Banking sector. Various aspects discussed with this 
would apply to all types of banks viz., Nationalised 
Banks, Private Banks, Public Banks, Co-operative Banks 
etc. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 

Putting int practice of GST is standing fact to its slogan 
of ‘One Nation, One Tax’ and rolling it into reality. GST 
is building an impact on every business sector in the 
country, including the service sector. The service sector, 
precisely, financial services based on funds and 
insurances, (Non-Banking Financial Company) NBFCs 
and Banks are obstructed the most. 

The banking sector is one of the major services sectors in 
India. The application of the GST will likely prove to be 
a challenge for the sector on 2 counts - First, due to the 
higher GST rates compared to the present service tax and 
second, due to the extensive geographical spread of 
maximum banks 

Withdrawing money from an ATM has become easier 
owing to its presence in every locality, irrespective of 
whether you have an account in that bank or not. 
However, almost all of us have received a text message 
or a phone call from our respective banks where we have 
an account, informing us that after a certain number of 

transactions and specific amount withdrawal the bank 
will charge us a minimal fee as per the instructions of the 
RBI. Though this isn’t new to us now with the 
implementation of GST, where service tax was earlier 
charged at 15 percent now, it will be replaced by 18 
percent GST. 

As per the reports, service sector’s accountability for 
India’s GVA is around 53%, and the Financial sector is 
one of the significant contributors among other service 
sectors. There are many countries like Australia, 
Singapore, New Zealand, etc., have exempted Financial 
sector largely from applying GST. The Indian 
government has, however, not exempted Financial sector 
from the GST system which makes the sector in need to 
come up with effective ways which will enable the sector 
to maintain its position as a key contributor in India’s 
service sector. GST compliance will be challenging to 
implement in banks and NBFCs as they provide different 
operations like lease transactions, fund and non-fund 
based services, hire purchase, etc. 

Business Practitioners literature Review : 

According to the ariticle published in The Economics 
Times dated on 03-07-2017 Mr.Gopal Balachandran, 
Chief Financial Officer, ICICI Lombard. said GST has a 
mechanism of reconciliation of output services and input 
services, and banks may get the credit of each eligible 
input service. Overall, the monetary impact may be 
negative initially, but complete transparency in 
transactions will show positive results for the banks and 
the economy in the long term. 

According to the ariticle published in 
www.equitymaster.com   dated on 11-07-2017: How 
GST will affect your financial security, while handling 
your investments and savings. 

Currently, large number of the banks and financial 
institutions have proactively communicated the revised 
service tax system to their clients via e-mails or text 
messages. So, under the new tax system, the service tax 
rate on almost all banking, insurance and capital market 
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transactions will be 18% as against the 15% charged 
earlier. 

According to the ariticle published in The Business 
world on 12-08-2017, Mr. Sanjay Rane, CA & Auditor 
said, "GST is replacing all taxes with one tax and the 
change is the supply concept of goods and services that 
has come into existence. Before banks were charging 
service tax and receiving input credit. After GST 
implementation they charge GST on services provided 
and charge input credit. There are two types of services 
known as Input and Output where the Output service is 
similar to the service tax regime 

II. CRITICAL IMPLICATIONS OF GST ON THE BANKING 

SECTOR EASE OF USE 

 
The framework under the Model GST Law does not 
allow a lot of benefits or consideration to banks for 
understanding the type of transactions they make 
constantly and on a great scale. Some impacts and issues 
relating to the provisions in the Model GST Law are 
discussed below: 
 

A. Registration has become a problem 
 

During the pre-GST administration, banks with Pan-India 
operations could release its service tax compliance by a 
single centralised registration process. Now, under the 
current GST regime, these banks need to get distinctive 
registration for each state that they work into. Along with 
the burden of GST compliance, the filing of returns has 
also expanded liberally wherever periodicity of returns, 
level of details needed in such returns and number of 
return formats are concerned. 

B. Leveraging and de-leveraging input tax credit 
(ITC) 

Banks had an option of reversing 50% of CENVAT 
credit which was availed against the inputs and input 
services, while CENVAT credit for capital goods was 
available without a reversal condition, during the pre-
GST regime. Under the GST regime, however, 50% of 
the CENVAT credit made available against inputs and 
input services as well as capital goods, is to be reversed 
mandatorily. This implication leaves banks with reduced 
credit of 50 percent on the capital goods further 
increasing the cost of capital. 

 

 

C.  Adjudication and assessment made difficult: 

The assessment was performed by the state regulators 
under which a specific branch is registered in the 
previous tax regime. Now, under GST, all registered 
branches of banks will need to justify its position as per 
its chargeability in a respective state and a acceptable 
reason for using input tax credit in different states. As far 
as judgement is concerned, the process will be prolonged 
owing to more than one judging authority and the 
difference in their opinions on a similar underlying issue. 
Under the pre-GST regime, a taxpayer was adjudged by 
only one adjudicating authority for an issue. Under GST, 
dealing with the difference in the opinion by different 
authorities has become difficult. 

III. BENEFITS TO BANKING INDUSTRY 

 
A. Bank will be able to set off their GSTobligations 

against credit received on purchase of goods  

B. Under the existing CENVAT system, banks are 
qualified to take partial credit of excise duty and 
service tax paid on procurement of qualifying goods 
and services which are used for provision of output 
service but under GST law bank will take input tax 
credit which would be used by bank for payment of 
output liability: 

C. Banks do not get input tax credit of State VAT paid 
on any goods procured by them. As all these indirect 
taxes will be included in GST, banks will be able to 
take credit of GST paid on purchasing of goods as 
well 

D. GST Will help to minimise tax evasion. Under GST 
carrying on business will be easy. The increase in 
business will lead to additional demand of fund 
which intern lead to increase in a transactions in the 
bank as the business and current developments ask 
to go for digital transaction 

IV. ISSUES RELATED TO REVENUE IDENTIFICATION 

UNDER GST : 

A. Accont linked Financial services: 
 

The place of supply will be the location of the recipient 
of services on the records of the supplier of services.In 
the digitized and centralized scenario prevailing in India 
ascertain the state of location of service recipient will be 
quite difficult. In cases where the service recipients like 
professionals, manufacturers, traders and other 
workforces frequently shift from one place to other in 
search of superior prospects, the service provider may 
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have different address viz permanent address, current 
address, the address of communication and KYC address. 

B. Non account linked Financial services 
 

The place of supply of service here would be the location 
of service provider. This will again hit such businesses 
which are extensive in remote locations to establish their 
existence but operate and transact from a back office 
located in some other state. 

C. Auctionable claims 
 

Actionable claims do not setup as a service under Service 
Tax, and therefore no tax is payable under the current 
system. Under GST actionable claims are now included 
in the definition of supply of goods. Services offered 
from bills discounted to securitization will now be taxed 
as an effect B2C and B2B majorly. 

V. CONCLUSION 

We can conclude that the cost of financial transactions 
will be slightly higher for the end customers. Banks will 
have higher compliance cost due to registration of bank 
branches and inter branch services. The GST is a 
necessary change that is estimated to take India to a 
simpler and beneficial tax system which will enhance 
growth, but no implementation is without difficulty. The 
slight increase in costs in the financial sector should be 
taken as a bitter pill for a better future. The impact of 
GST on Banks will be such that operations, transactions, 
accounting and compliance will need to be reconsidered 
in its totality 
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